





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Since Japanese born in１９４７-４９during Japan’s post-war baby boom was
named the DANKAI（nodule）generation in １９７６, many books, papers and
articles concerning the generation have been published. This paper aims to find
central problems in studies on it from the viewpoint of theories on modern
society, and to organize research findings by arranging frameworks for
dealing with those problems. First, through reviewing books and so on, I
induce two central problems. Those are how we can locate DANKAI
generation’s lifecourses in the social change of post-war Japan, and how we
can propose plans of the generation’s social roles of constructing a new
civic society. Second，on the basis of a framework which consists of the
generation’s lifecourses, causes generating them, and outcomes brought by
them, I organize research findings about them. Third, on the basis of a
framework of the high modern social system, I organize research findings
to show that the aged DANKAI generation is now requested to accomplish
social roles which are effective for operating the high modern social
system.
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